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BREAKING NEWS:
PREZ NOMINEE ANNOUNCED
Manina Jones

HASLAM’S REIGN OF
HORROR SET TO END
Reports of celebration in the street
(right) as people learn that there will
be a new ACCUTE president in less
than a year. Current President Jason
Haslam was himself said to breathe a
deep sigh of relief when told the news,
and is quoted as saying “Oh yeah, I
mean, I’m awful. We need a breath of
fresh air after whatever it is I’ve been
doing. Honestly, did you see me
dance? I’m so sorry.”

As this newsletter went
to the virtual press, we
learned the ACCUTE
Board of Directors has
selected Dr. Manina
Jones (left), of
Western University, as
their nominee for
President-Elect of
ACCUTE for the 201516 year, thereafter to
serve as President
from 2016-18. After
receiving support from
her department and
Dean, Dr. Jones has
graciously accepted the
nomination, and is
currently working with
the Board as it plans
the election process.
(This updates the
information in the
president’s column,
below).

Election
Process
The ACCUTE Board is
currently exploring
options regarding the
a formal election. The
preference is to hold
an electronic election
as soon as possible,
but simple email isn’t
permitted for such
elections because an
anonymous voting
process is required. If
an electronic option
isn’t viable, we will
hold a presidential
election at the next
AGM. The Board will
keep you updated.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Jason Haslam
Another ACCUTE conference
has come and gone, and while
it’s always difficult to judge
when you’re on this side of the
registration table, by all reports it
was a terrific success. The
bragging rights for that success
belong primarily to our members,
of course, because it is your work
that makes for the intellectually
and socially stimulating time that
is the conference. So, thank
you! We were also extremely
fortunate in our plenary talks,
which always help to frame our
Congress experience. Mary
Chapman’s presentation on
suffrage media use (cosponsored by WGSRF),
combined with Cecily Devereux
and Nicola Nixon’s responses, set
us on the path to ”make some
noise” at ACCUTE and Congress
as a whole. Wendy Hui Kyong
Chun’s discussion of the
creepiness of new media and its
endless mediations, cohosted
with CSDH and ACH, brought
similar issues fully into the twentyfirst century. Both speakers
reminded us of the subjected
but potentially agential
moments of our daily immersion
in mass (hyper)media. ACCUTE’s
and some of our sibling
associations’ media notoriety at

the end of our conference
reminded us of just that position.
We were also very lucky in
our campus support. The
executive extends their thanks to
Robert Stacey, from U of
Ottawa, for serving so expertly
as this year’s LAC, as well as
Kelsey Willis and Kaytlyn
Giaccone, our student assistants
at the desk, always in good
humour and very helpful. We
also want to extend our thanks
to Laurence Mineault-Guitard,
the student assistant from CFHSS
assigned to our building, who
made it her mission to make sure
our conference went smoothly.
Last but not least, thanks to U of
Ottawa’s Department of English
and chair Thomas Allen for
making us so very welcome.
On the business side of things,
our AGM was very eventful, and
marked a transition point for
ACCUTE. I presented—at great
length, as all will attest—the
reasons and process for
ACCUTE’s incorporation. The
motion to incorporate ACCUTE
as a registered not-for-profit
entity passed unanimously. This is
a watershed moment: ACCUTE
can now insure operations, and
moving forward can conduct its
daily business with some added
confidence.
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ACCUTE will move to its
incorporated status as of 30
June 2015. For legal reasons,
people who joined before then
will technically remain members
of what we can call “old
ACCUTE” until they renew their
membership. All of us who renew
or join after that date will
automatically be members of
the incorporated ACCUTE.
Those who won’t renew for a
while should feel free to send us
an email saying you wish to
transfer your membership to the
“new” ACCUTE. You won’t see
any difference if you don’t do
so, but it would help us keep our
records as tidy as possible.
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This important transformation
could not have happened
without the help of our lawyers,
Christena McIsaac and Mark
Bursey (of Stewart McKelvey),
and I thank them for their efforts.
I want to add a special note
that all of ACCUTE owes a great
debt of gratitude to coordinator
Lynne Evans, who worked
tirelessly on this piece of the
ACCUTE puzzle (as she has on
the whole), and her contribution
and commitment to ACCUTE
should be recognized for the
record.
ACCUTE has also returned to
a fees structure based on
employment status, which will
allow us more accurately to
track our membership, even as it
rationalizes some of our fees.
Lyn Bennett will articulate this in
her report. Much like our return
to third-party accounting, this is
a return to a rejuvenated version
of ACCUTE past practice. It’s
almost as if ACCUTE has
decided to do the Time Warp,
again (see picture…).
We also held our annual
elections, which means both
some farewells (for now!) and
some welcomes. The ACCUTE
board wishes all the best to our
outgoing members: Lily Cho,
who has headed our Committee
for Professional Concerns with
remarkable dedication and
insight for the past few years;
and Lisa Surridge, who has
expertly managed the always
enjoyable but nonetheless
difficult task of running the
Priestley Prize Committee. I have
personally learned a lot from
both of these colleagues, and
the whole board wishes them
well. We also bid adieu to our
Past President, Stephen Slemon,

T HE PREZ NOT DOING THE T IME WARP
(Photo courtesy of Nat Hurley)

who led ACCUTE with an eagle
eye both to the pragmatic and
the sublime from 2012-14.
Stephen, you will be missed, but I
am sure ACCUTE will always be
able to rely on your energy and
profound dedication.
Elected to the board are
members who we are sure will
have equal effect. Veronica
Austen (St. Jerome’s) —no
stranger to the ACCUTE
executive—returns as memberat-large and chair of the CPC,
while long-time ACCUTE
member Laura Robinson (RMC)
enters the lists as member-atlarge and Priestley Prize chair.
Welcome all!
If you’re thinking that list
seems one short, you’re not
wrong. As mentioned at the
AGM, we are working with a
Presidential nominee to secure
support for the next ACCUTE
office. Once elected, the
nominee will serve as PresidentElect from 2015-16 and as
President from 2016-18. As soon
as support is secured, we will
inform the membership, and
outline the means for a formal
election (either electronically or
at the next AGM).
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As we look forward to the
coming year, we also plan to
begin a Campus
Representatives listserv, one of
the results of which will be a new
regular feature on our blog:
Program Profiles, where our
Campus reps offer us brief
vignettes of their programs and
schools. We hope this will help
ACCUTE build even more on our
foundations of collegiality and
community.
That’s all from me for now!
Thanks again to everyone who
helped out at the conference,
and we look forward to seeing
you all and meeting new
colleagues in Calgary next year!
(And don’t forget: proposals for
joint and member-organized
panels are due soon!) – Jason

ACCUTE Presidents Current and Past (L-R):
Len Findlay, Noreen Golfman,
Stephen Slemon, Judith Scherer Herz,
Steven Bruhm, Jason Haslam,
Nicola Nixon, Heather Murray, Frank Davey
(Photo courtesy of Michael O’Driscoll)
See page 6 for another photo of past
presidents!
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(Photos courtesy of Jason Haslam)

2015 Plenary Speakers:
Left: Mary Chapman (C), with
respondents Cecily Devereux (L)
and Nicola Nixon (R)
Right: Wendy Hui Kyong Chun

VICE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Lyn Bennett
As Jason has explained, we’ve made a number of
necessary changes to ACCUTE over the past year. We
are optimistic about the organization’s future. The
Executive has taken some crucial steps to protect
ACCUTE, and we need now to turn our attention to
growing ACCUTE. Among other things, we’re exploring
options for Congress 2016 to increase conference
participation and thereby boost membership numbers.
It’s promising, though, that the number of registered
attendees in Ottawa was up slightly from last year.
More important, as Lynne Evans points out in her
Financial Report, we need to focus on increasing and
sustaining ACCUTE revenue. We have relied heavily on
ESC’s generosity in recent years, and the journal’s ability
to continue supporting our organization is by no means
guaranteed.
Hence at our 2015 AGM and at the
recommendation of the Executive, we proposed
changes in fee category structure and, given that our
fees are relatively low and have not changed in many
years, a corresponding increase in fees for our highestpaid and most securely employed members. Our
rationale was to protect our most vulnerable and to
encourage the ongoing membership of graduate
students and recent PhDs. The motion proposed and
carried at the AGM will see the current fee categories
change from income to employment- based, as
follows:

A. Grad, Part-Time, Other
B. Post-Docs
C. CAF (Full-Time)
D. Retired Professor
E. Assistant / College /Instructor
F. Associate
G. Professor

$45
$65
$85
$105
$125
$150
$175

The new fee structure will be applied with the uptake of
the Federation’s new membership database, which
should be implemented in the coming weeks. In the
meantime, we thank you all for your ongoing support.
See you at next year’s Dance Party! – Lyn

Dancing up a storm, thanks to Steven Bruhm!
(Photo courtesy of Jason Haslam)
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FINANCIAL REPORT
Lynne Evans
It is my pleasure to present the Executive’s
financial report on ACCUTE’s operations. As discussed
by Jason at the AGM, in the past year ACCUTE’s
Executive needed to file information returns for both
the US Revenue Agency and the Canadian Revenue
Agency. These filings, along with liability insurance
applications to protect ACCUTE and its Executive
members, required the services of an outside
accountant to assist in creating ACCUTE/ESC
financial statements.
ACCUTE always kept financial records, but these
records did not always reflect standard practice in
the accounting world, so the Executive needed to
institute some changes to the way ACCUTE offices
account for the organization’s financial operations.
For the most part, these new procedures are quite
straightforward, and will be outlined in ACCUTE’s
operations manual.
As part of the transition to standard accounting
practice, the Executive decided to change
ACCUTE’s annual fiscal year-end from May 31 to
June 30. Most of ACCUTE’s expenses are tied to its
annual conference, and so a June year-end allows
conference expenses and revenues each year to be
more easily recorded in the correct fiscal period.
ACCUTE’s financial results (excluding ESC
operations) are provided in the statements that
follow this report. In accordance with standard
practice, revenues and expenses are recorded on
the Statement of Operations, and assets and liabilities
are recorded on the Statement of Financial Position.
Statement of Operations (see page 5)
This statement answers the question of how ACCUTE is
doing on a stand-alone basis, as if ESC did not exist.
The statement shows a projected operational loss of
$7,303 for the year ending June 30, 2015. This, of
course, does not mean that ACCUTE has no money!
Thanks to the strong financial management of the
Alberta office, as well as ESC transfers to ACCUTE,
ACCUTE had almost $20,000 in retained earnings at
the end of 2014, and expects to have over $48,000 in
the bank at the end of June 2015.
On this statement, revenue appears to be
relatively stable; however, membership dues are
down 5%. The deficiency in revenue for the year

ending June 2015 was largely made up for with
increased conference sponsorships. The operating
loss for the upcoming year-end is mostly due to
increased expenses, many of which are beyond the
Executive’s control.
Statement of Financial Position (see page 6)
This statement reports ACCUTE’s year-end net worth.
ACCUTE had $36,000 in the bank at June 30, 2014,
but it also had $33,000 of outstanding liabilities. So,
unencumbered cash in the Chequing Account was
approximately $3,000. The Executive expects the
Chequing Account balance to be just over $5,500 at
the end of June 2015. The change in the Savings
Account balance of $11,419 at June 2014 to $38,145
at June 2015 is due to ESC transfers to ACCUTE. ESC
transferred $20,000 to ACCUTE in July 2014, $12,000 in
April 2015, and $4,719 in June 2015.

ACCUTE’s net worth is robust right now;
however, the Association faces a long-term
financial pattern that is cause for concern.

Summary
Currently, ACCUTE has a strong net worth. The
Association should have just over $48,000 in assets at
the end of June 2015. ACCUTE’s current financial
health is directly attributable to ESC support of
ACCUTE operations.
ACCUTE’s net worth is robust right now; however,
the Association faces a long-term financial pattern
that is cause for concern. Specifically, revenue from
membership dues has been steadily declining, which
reflects a longer-term gross revenue problem.
Excluding in-kind transfers, previous-year bank
balances, and ESC transfers, ACCUTE’s total revenues
have been decreasing while ACCUTE expenses have
been increasing. The Executive is considering a
number of options to help ensure longer-term
financial health of the Association. – Lynne
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Statement of Operations

Actual

Projections

2013-14

2014-2015

$40,671.00

$38,500.00

10,885.00

10,885.00

2,500.00

2,500.00

550.00

1,700.00

Member Donations to Federation

95.00

0.00

Member Donations to Unwaged

290.00

500.00

Revenues:
ACCUTE Membership Dues
Congress Registration
Federation Aid for Plenaries
Conference Sponsorships

Bank Interest

5.00

5.00

$54,996.00

$54,090.00

$4,031.00

$3,830.00

150.00

$0.00

18,313.00

$20,000.00

837.00

837.00

Web Charges

68.00

68.00

Bank Fees

28.00

28.00

0.00

1,430.00

Total Revenue
Expenses:
CFHSS Membership Dues
CFHSS License Fee
Office Expenses:
Coordinator Salary
Primus

Office Transition
Conference Expenses:
Host University Deductions

6,061.00

6,800.00

10,375.00

10,375.00

Executive Travel

5,039.00

6,000.00

Plenary Costs

6,134.00

5,200.00

520.00

550.00

1,273.00

857.00

706.00

700.00

Donation: Fed

140.00

0.00

Donation: Unwaged

245.00

0.00

Accounting Fees

0.00

2,500.00

Legal Fees

0.00

2,218.00

$53,920.00

$61,393.00

$1,076.00

$ (7,303.00)

Conference Travel

Conference Staff
Conference Planning Trip
Miscellaneous
Other Expenses:

Total Expenses
Net Income (Loss)
Summer 2015
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Statement of Financial Position
(ACCUTE only)

30-Jun-14

30-Jun-15

Actual

Projection

$36,627.00

$ 5,600.00

11,419.00

38,145.00

Assets
ACCUTE Chequing
ACCUTE Savings
Accounts Receivable:
Conference
Federation Payment
Total Assets

507.00

507.00

4,318.00

4,318.00

$52,871.00

$48,570.00

$15,404.00

$

Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Outstanding Conference Cheques

0

Coordinator Salary (Alberta)

18,313.00

0

Total Liabilities

33,717.00

0

$19,154.00

$48,570.00

Retained Earnings at June 30, 2014
2015 Savings Account includes ESC transfers to
ACCUTE: $20,000 in July 2014, $12,000 in April 2015,
and $4,719 in June 2015.

Photos courtesy of Stephen Slemon (L) and Jason Haslam (R).
A whole lot of presidents, including one former ACCUTE prez, Marjorie Stone (left, far right) missing from the
previous photo, and current President of McMaster, Patrick Deane (right), who gave one of four insightful
(and maybe even hopeful!) talks at the Executive Roundtable organized by Joel Faflak and Mark McDayter.
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CPC REPORT
Lily Cho
I want to take a moment to acknowledge the ways

means thinking about the precipitous decline in

in which professional concerns have become major

enrolment numbers in our field of study. In my

concerns for our members. Such concerns are

department’s course offering meetings, I am only

exhibited not only by the tremendous work of the

partially joking when I propose to re-name all of our

ACCUTE Contract Academic Faculty in Departments

medieval literature courses Game of Thrones (sort of).

of English Best Practices Checklist, and not only by

Thinking about graduate teaching means thinking

the packed rooms at all of the panels organized by

about the complete lack of correspondence

the Committee for Professional Concerns, but also by

between our graduate enrolment numbers and

the number of panels that are arguably professional

tenure-track positions that are posted in any given

concerns panels that are slated for the upcoming

year. Thinking about research means thinking about

2015 ACCUTE conference. In addition to the two

the article or book that one might write and the

panels organized by the CPC, “Drawing the Line:

tremendous pressure faced by academic presses

Literary Studies on Strike,” and “’It’s Not Me, It’s You’:

which are still the primary venue for the dissemination

Leaving the Tenure Track,” I count at least six other

of that work. Thinking about one’s administrative

panels that would easily be considered panels on

duties means thinking about being constantly asked

professional concerns. These include:

to choose between the lesser of two evils (commit to
more teaching or alternative stream appointments







“English Studies at a Crossroads” organized by
Lee Easton and Jennifer Andrews
“Critical Perspectives on the Crisis in the
Humanities” organized by Paul Keen “Canadian
Precarities: Local Uncertainties and Global
Imaginaries” organized by Candida Rifkind
“Canadian Precarities: Neoliberalism’s Culture
and the Precariat” organized by Jody Mason
“The Business of Publishing” organized by Brenna
Clarke Gray

and risk losing future traditional tenure-track jobs, or
lose the position altogether? Accept the proposals
for graduate student recruitment numbers knowing
full well that the job market will simply never catch
up, or just let go of the budgetary support that those
numbers might mean?).

The idea of professional concerns

Clearly, professional concerns panels extend far
beyond the purview of the CPC. Such a wealth of

becomes especially pressing when larger

discussion on urgent issues facing our profession,

narratives of uncertainty and crisis shape

ranging as you can see from the rise of the precariat

every aspect of one’s work.

amongst our ranks, to approaches to the discipline,
to publishing, to the sense of a continual crisis under

But, if you are concerned, if you feel the pressure

which we seem to constantly operate, signals the
importance of ACCUTE as a venue for engaging with
the part of our work that does not fit neatly into the
usual breakdown of teaching, research, and
administration. Indeed, it is hard to be in this
profession and not be concerned.
The idea of professional concerns becomes
especially pressing when larger narratives of
uncertainty and crisis shape every aspect of one’s
work. Thinking about undergraduate teaching

of all this uncertainty and crisis, how brightly this
year’s ACCUTE program shines! In addition to being
the most important general conference for literary
studies in Canada, it has become a real place for us
to get together and talk, and organize, and mobilize.
How incredible that we have this time and this space
for putting our heads together and knowing that we
can and will help each other find our way out of the
zone of concern and into one of genuine critical
engagement. – Lily
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PRIESTLEY PRIZE REPORT
Lisa Surridge
This year’s Priestley Prize committee consisted of
Laura Robinson (RMC), Stephen Ahern (Acadia), and
Lisa Surridge (Victoria). The committee established
the following criteria:
Size:

a full-length article, not an opinion piece or
review essay
Significance:

makes a memorable, original, and significant
contribution to the discipline,

with rich implications

shows engagement with relevant scholarship
& ability to synthesize knowledge

shows a significant new methodology, a new
archive, or a new interpretation
Quality of Argumentation:





Style:




clear articulation of an overall claim
sustained and strong argumentation
cohesive & well organized argument
compelling demonstration of the claim
through developed reasoning and
engagement with relevant supporting
evidence

on the incipient governmentality of tolerance
thinking. Most impressive is the measured way in
which the author presents the film as a case study in
the unstable uses of emotion for political ends,
showing how in the process of raising sympathy for
one group (the dolphins) the film stimulates responses
of fear based in racist otherizing for another group
(the fishermen). The article’s conclusions on the
political uses of disgust lingered in the committee
members’ minds and promised impact beyond the
film and animal studies purview. Vividly written and
engaging from the first words, the article explores
important and complex theoretical ideas while
remaining accessible, clear, and interesting to a
general scholarly audience.
Congratulations to Melissa! You can download a
pdf of her award-winning essay here. And don’t
forget you can explore the range of ESC articles,
including past Priestley winners, through Project Muse
and through the University of Alberta libraries journals
collection. – Lisa

jargon-free & clear, with good flow
Accessible to general academic/scholarly
readership
Ideally, elegant & stylish—with flair!

Members then undertook the pleasant task of
reading the past year’s articles in ESC and the
difficult one of deciding on a winning essay.
And the winner is: Melissa Haynes, “Regulating
Abjection: Disgust, Tolerance, and the Politics of The
Cove” 39.1 (2013): 27-50. This article draws on the
insights of recent affect theory to build a nuanced
and eloquent critique of the discursive manipulations
and political consequences of the anti-dolphin-hunt
film The Cove. The author builds a tightly argued
reading of the film’s deployment of the performance
of emotion, teasing out the implications of scenes
that beckon the viewer to form opinions based not
on rational assessment but on gut reaction. Of
interest to many readers would be the author’s
application of current thinking on the difficult topics
of mediated emotion, on disgust and abjection, and

(Photo courtesy of Michael O’Driscoll)

Lisa and Laura announcing the prize winner.
Congratulations, Melissa!

Summer 2015
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CAF CAUCUS REPORT
Erin Wunker


It has been an active year for contract academic
faculty issues. We have seen the first (inter/national)
adjuncts walk-out day, as well as a series of national
media conglomerates take up the issue of contract
faculty. This second—the focus of mainstream
national media attention—notably came about in

Begun talks with the Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives to do a national data-gathering
project to determine how many post-secondary
teachers are CAFs. This data-gathering project
will allow us to develop stats necessary for
lobbying for local and national change.

conjunction with the job actions at the University of

I welcome further suggestions in any areas

Toronto and York University. As I wrote in several of my

concerning my work as your CAF representative.

CAF reports for the ACCUTE newsletter, public

– Erin

attention and public pressure—at the local and
President’s Note: Erin couldn’t join us at the AGM
because of the addition of daughter Elizabeth to her
family in the week leading up to the conference.
Congratulations to Erin, Bart, and Elizabeth!
In Erin’s place, I attended the CAF Caucus lunch,
which was not as well attended as we would have
hoped, in part because of it being scheduled
opposite the Graduate Caucus lunch (those
communities having overlapping members), and in
part because some contact faculty were unaware
whether it was an open or closed meeting. Rest
assured, it is an open meeting, and we will schedule it
at a better time next year, as well as advertise it
widely. We would like eventually to see the CAF
representative to the board elected by peers from
the caucus, so that we can be sure that the caucus is
always as well represented as it is now by the tireless
advocate we all have in Erin. – Jason

national levels—is absolutely crucial if we are to
create meaningful and sustainable change around
the issues of contract academic faculty. Further, as I
and others continue to underscore, CAF issues are
everyone’s issues. Addressing CAF employment,
fairness, and agency is required at the departmental
level, the faculty level, campus-wide, and in
transnational networks of advocacy and action. We
need to keep the pressure to understand and
address these issues at the forefront of our action
plans as engaged academics concerned with the
academic mission and with academic freedom.

WE HOPE EVERYONE HAS
READ ERIN’S MOVING AND
ON-POINT “I SEE YOU,” HER
VIRAL LOVE LETTER TO CAF.

This year as CAF rep for ACCUTE I have





Presented at the MLA on a panel about campus
labour action and/as contract academic faculty
Written five posts on CAF issues for rabble.ca
(starting with the love letter to CAF’s, “I See You,”
which went viral at more than 15,000 views)
Done an interview and been written up in the
Globe & Mail special report on CAF issues and
universities in the age of austerity

Summer 2015
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caucus sees as the central purpose of our data

GRAD CAUCUS REPORT

collection: aiding advocacy efforts on behalf of

Nico Dicecco

English graduate students in Canada. I want, in
particular, to highlight the tireless work of our Vice

As is often the case with the ACCUTE graduate

President, Anton Bergstrom. Since I have been

caucus, our central tasks throughout the past year

involved in the ACCUTE graduate caucus, it has

have been recruiting graduate representatives from

been the primary role of the Vice President to

English departments across Canada and collecting

oversee the administration of the survey. But Anton’s

data for our bi-annual survey—that is, I should say,

work throughout this year strikes me as exceptional,

collecting data for what was our bi-annual survey.

and I think his careful refinements of the survey will

While we compiled last year’s survey data into a

have a tangible impact on the future well-being of

report that we will present this week at our annual

our peers in departments across the country.

graduate caucus lunch, this year’s tasks involved the

As I write this report, I’m looking forward to this

added challenge of rewriting and streamlining the

year’s meeting where we will present the results of

survey so that it can be conducted annually.

the most recent survey, welcome our new President

On this front, tremendous thanks are owed to our

Elissa Gurman, elect the executive committee, and

executive committee, who worked together to fine-

open the floor to our graduate student membership

tune the survey in line with what the graduate

to set the caucus’ focus for the coming year. – Nico

ESC REPORT
Michael O’Driscoll and Mark Simpson, co-editors
ESC has enjoyed another productive and successful
year. We produced four strong issues in 2014-15, hired
our fabulous new Journal Coordinator Laura
Schechter, supported the Executive’s work on the
prospect of ACCUTE’s incorporation, and successfully
navigated the perilous shores of SSHRC to arrive at
another three years of maximum support from the
Aid to Scholarly Journals Fund. The finances look
great, and we’ve transferred another $12K to
ACCUTE to support the Congress travel fund and
other activities. The following report details these and
other matters.
Changes to the Editorial Team and EAB
Cecily Devereux has moved into the Reviews Editor
position, and Eddy Kent has taken up the position of
Associate Editor. If you publish a monograph,
encourage your publisher to provide ESC with a
review copy.
Every few years we take stock of current EAB
membership with an eye towards renewal. Five of our
members are stepping down, and we are
extraordinarily grateful to the following individuals for
their four terms of service on the board:

Jill Matus, University of Toronto
Gerry Turcotte, University of Notre Dame, Australia
Robert Miles, University of Victoria
Nicholas Hudson, University of British Columbia
George Elliott Clarke, University of Toronto
Two decades of service is a major, long-term
commitment, and we are so very grateful to Jill,
Gerry, Robert, Nicholas, and George for lending their
time, expertise, and reputation to ESC. We’re in the
process of identifying their successors.
Production Details
We produced four issues this year, and our
December 2014 issue (40.4) in April 2015, leaving us
four months behind schedule. We expect the March
2015 issue to be out by early July, and then well run a
double in September, which means, at that point
(ring the bells!) we will be all caught up.
Submission Figures
Our number of submissions has dropped this year, at
least relative to the increases we’ve seen of late,
returning us to 2009 numbers. This year we received
forty submissions; last year we received 79—an
unusually high figure sparked by Nat Hurley’s CFP for
her special issue on “Childhood and its Discontents.”
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While the 2014 figures were unusual, we’re not
satisfied with this decline and will need to strategize
on how to generate a higher number of
contributions. We’re eager to take advice on that
matter.
Peer-Reviewed Articles Published in Vol. 36-40
Rank of Author
Professor

Number of
Authors
31

Percentage

27%

Associate Professor

25

22%

Assistant Professor

16

14%

CAF or Sessional
Instructor
Post-Doctoral Fellow

12

10.5%

4

3.5%

Graduate Student

19

16.5%

Independent Scholar/
Other
Total

7

6%

114

Acceptance Rate
The journal’s acceptance rate over the past three
years stands at thirty-five per cent: respectable, but
likely higher than it should be for a journal of ESC’s
profile. We would like to see the acceptance rate
closer to 20-25%, and believe that the rise here noted
can be attributed to the combination of substantial
special issues coupled with the drop in regular
submissions. We aim to complete the peer review of
all articles within a six month period; on average, an
accepted article moves to publication within twelve
months of submission. We currently have 3 articles
awaiting publication, 7 pending ASR’s (that is, articles
“Accepted with Specified Revisions”), and an
additional 16 articles under review. This chart
represents ESC’s Acceptance Rate from 2012-15,
organized according to SSHRC defined categories.
Who Publishes in ESC?
A survey of the last five volumes of the journal, in
which we published 108 peer-reviewed articles by
114 authors and co-authors, reveals the answer:
members at all levels of the profession, with almost
two thirds (63%) from the ranks of tenured or tenuretrack scholars. More than one-quarter of ESC’s peerreviewed articles, published in those five volumes,
came from Full Professors, while 16.5% of our peerreviewed articles were authored by only the very
best graduate students in the discipline. These figures
demonstrate that ESC publishes excellent work from

all levels of the profession, striking a judicious balance
between established and emerging or transitional
members of the academy.
These statistics indicate that ESC is indeed a journal of
first choice for successful scholars—a venue, that is,
worthy of the admiration of the academy and a
meritorious space in which to present one’s work.
With a quick time-to-publication rate and a large
global readership, ESC is a highly effective way to
reach the broadest academic audience possible.
Digital and Print Readerships
ESC currently has 585 print subscriptions. Of the
journal’s 585 individual subscribers, most are located
in Canada (where they represent 93 different
institutions) and approximately 2% of subscribers are
located in the United States or overseas. 75 libraries or
other institutions subscribe to print copies of the
journal, and 47 (or 63%) of those are non-Canadian.
While the number of institutional subscriptions has
declined by 9% in the past three years, that decline is
a consequence of institutional shifts to digital
aggregation, which has resulted in increased
readership and revenues. Because digital distribution
is economically advantageous and results in a larger
readership, we have no concerns about this trend.
On average, an ESC article is downloaded every
6.9 minutes in over 80 countries around the world.
Over the last seven years, ESC has achieved an
outstanding online presence by developing
partnerships with four digital aggregators: Project
Muse, EBSCO, ProQuest, and Gale Publishing. (We
are also currently contracted with Project Muse to
make available thirty years of back issues.) These
partnerships have greatly increased our profile and
availability around the world. Six years ago we
reported 20,000 article downloads across those four
digital aggregators. In 2010 that number was 53,000,
and in 2011 that number was almost 73,000. Over the
last two years we have reported digital readerships of
approximately 138,000 and 135,000 respectively.
However, those figures may have been inaccurate—
derived, that is, from information inaccurately
reported to ESC—as a recent move to a new
reporting system by Gale Cengage (a revised
regulatory system known as “Counter 4
Compliance”), reduced their reported figures by 75%,
meaning that 60,000 of our readers appear to have
dropped off the chart—or perhaps were never there
in the first place. Regardless, even with a new
accounting system, our global readership has
quadrupled during that six year period, and given
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that all of our other aggregators report increases in
readership we have no reason to think that ESC is
seeing any actual decline in its global audience.
Our statistics show us that readers with paid
access to the journal online are primarily from the
United States, Canada, Australia, and the UK,
although India, China, Brazil, South Africa, and a
number of European countries also show strong
engagement. Over the past year, about threequarters of those downloads occurred outside of
Canada, testimony to the journal’s strong
international standing.
Statistical reporting on Open Journals Systems has
improved dramatically, and we can now report more
specifically on the activity we’re seeing through
Open Access. We can tell you that ESC articles were
downloaded 6775 times over the past year through
OJS, and we can see intriguing patterns. For
example, that Nicole Shukin’s article on “Animal
Governmentality” found a readership in China, or
that Doug Kneale’s piece on the handkerchief in
Adam Bede was an object of fascination in the
Ukraine this year. The biggest users of Open Access
ESC are Germany (2747 hits), USA (1275), Canada

CACE REPORT

Special Issues
ESC produced one special issue this year, and has
two more on the way. “Hysteria Manifest: Cultural
Lives of Great Disorder,” Guest Edited by Derritt
Mason and Ela Przybylo, was a beautiful and
impressive addition to the ESC library. We’re just now
going into production with a special issue Guest
Edited by Hannah McGregor, Paul Hjartarson, and
Faye Hammill. Titled “Magazines and/as Media: The
Politics and Aesthetics of Periodical Form,” this issue
will be produced simultaneously with a companion
issue published by the Journal of Modern Periodical
Studies on the same subject: a first in journal
publication history, as far as we know. Next up: a
special issue edited by Cecily Devereux and Marcelle
Kosman on “The Automated Body.” Their call for
papers is being circulated now. ESC remains open to
suggestions for future special issues and is happy to
entertain proposals from potential guest editors.

skepticism as well that all of these efforts really
amount to anything in terms of attracting decreasing
numbers of university registrations and other
“external” drivers.

Bryce Traister
Twenty-five department Chairs/Heads attended this
year’s annual CACE meeting in Ottawa. Hosted by
Thomas Allen (Head of English, U Ottawa), the
meeting focused on the following topics:
Mental Health Issues: how to receive, accommodate
and work through challenges associated with faculty
and student mental health issues. The focus was
primarily practical, and attendees agreed that
encouraging universities/colleges to develop
effective systems and approaches, including “front
end” reception of mental health issues; recognizing
“symptoms and signs of mental health distress in
colleagues and students.
Enrolment and Outreach: no doubt falling
enrolment/registration in English literature programs
remains one of the single largest concerning aspects
of the profession in Canada. We had a good deal of
discussion around enrolment strategies; recruitment
and outreach; data gathering and sharing. All
agreed we must turn our minds to this matter in terms
of curriculum and “branding”, but there was some

(584), South Korea (528), China (430), with Great
Britain, the Ukraine, and the Czech Republic following
in a list of 67 countries in all.

Retirement and Planning: many units report that
retirement replacement and delayed retirementtaking were impacting planning in all sorts of ways.
“Gaps” in field coverage is on the rise, as diminishing
resources leave positions either vacant or covered by
contract faculty where they are covered at all.
Program Prioritization: 3 presentations provided 3
different views of prioritization exercises undertaken
at York and Nippissing, and “indirect” prioritization
achieved at Alberta through a damagingly
successful retirement incentive package. English
heads at institutions undertaking prioritization review
exercises were encouraged to be active in the work
so as to minimize the damage such undertakings
could make.
Elections
Member at Large: Iain Higgins (Victoria)
Secretary-Treasurer: Jacqueline Jenkins (Calgary)
Vice-President: Jennifer Andrews (UNB)
President: Lisa Vargo (Saskatchewan)
Past-President: Bryce Traister (Western)
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REPORT FROM THE CFHSS AGM
Jason Haslam
The CFHSS did something different for its Annual
General Meeting this year. Rather than hold the
meeting in the months before Congress, they held it
at Congress itself. While this was my first meeting as
ACCUTE’s representative, I can see from glancing
through previous reports (such as Nicola Nixon’s in our
2014 Summer Newsletter) that, at least as executed
this year, it doesn’t seem to be a change for the
better. In previous years, panels were held, and
representatives were able to engage in discussions of
the challenges (and potential successes) facing
humanities and social sciences in Canada. This year,
the AGM took place at the end of the Tuesday of
Congress (June 2), consisted of announcements, a
few important but rather perfunctory votes, and a
question period followed by one of the better buffet
dinners I’ve had (as such things go).
AGM Overview
Important to that narrative, though, is that the
question period lasted all of 10 minutes, which isn’t
surprising since yours truly asked the only question. I
say that not for congratulations (after all, asking
questions at panels is what we had all been doing for
the previous four days), but to point out that
transforming a series of engaged discussions to a
relatively straightforward series of announcements
could further the growing impression some have of a
divided Congress and a divided CFHSS: one set of
discussions happening at our individual conferences,
and another at the level of the federation. That
twain should always meet, I would say. (Don’t get me
wrong, I think holding the AGM at Congress may well
be a good idea: it saves costs for both CFHSS and its
member associations, I’m sure, even though it does
make for conflicts with some organizations. But if it
leads to even less participation, rather than more,
then I would say we need to rethink.)
Thankfully Stephen Toope, the new president of
the CFHSS, agrees with me. In his speech to the
assembly, he emphasized a need to reconnect and
engage with the member associations: “We want to
continue important work underway,” he said, but
also “work more actively with you the members” (see
his address here). This welcome sentiment is one I’m
sure we all share and will be happy to work on
together. There are strong voices on the current

CFHSS board (including ACCUTE member Julia M.
Wright as a Director of Associations and English
professor and CSDH/SCHN president Michael E.
Sinatra, as the Director of Research Dissemination).
Dr. Toope’s speech also referenced Bill 100 in Nova
Scotia, calling it “worrying new legislation in Nova
Scotia that potentially threatens the governance of
universities.” He also referenced problems with
funding that are leaving junior “researchers without
adequate support.” These are all concerns we have
discussed at ACCUTE, and I hope we now have an
opportunity to work on strengthening even further the
bonds that hold us together and maintain CFHSS as a
unified voice for its disparate members.
New Associations
The Federation is, fundamentally, the sum of its parts,
and that sum grew with some important new
associations voted in as full members. The first, the
Canadian Association of Professional and Academic
Librarians (CAPAL), has clear connections to
ACCUTE’s members and our interests—and indeed
we already joined with CAPAL, along with the
Bibliographical Society of Canada (BSC), the
Canadian Historical Association (CHA), and the Royal
Society of Canada (RSC) to sponsor the roundtable,
“The Future Now: Canada’s Libraries, Archives, and
Public Memory” at Congress 2015. The second, the
Canadian Association for Work and Labour Studies
(CAWLS), is an exciting new partner to have among
the other associations, and perhaps a partner when it
comes to analyzing the economies of academic
work, with which so many of us are concerned.
Welcome!
SSHRC Travel Funding to Congress
The aforementioned single question at the AGM was
one I posed regarding the loss of the SSHRC travel
fund for Congress Associations and the effect on
associations and on those junior members Dr. Toope
referenced. Both Dr. Toope and Executive Director
Jean‐Marc Mangin said they shared my concern and
were working with SSHRC. They were looking at
numbers for evidence of a decline in attendance
(among say, graduate-student registrations), but
hadn’t seen one yet. They said they continue to
investigate.
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(I would add now that lack of evidence of a
decline in participation does not mean that there is
no larger decline: raw acceptance numbers could
remain the same even if submission rates are down.
Likewise, associations such as ACCUTE could be
compensating for the loss by supplying their own
travel funds, and so redirecting funds from other
necessary or desired goals, as I detail below.)
Afterward, I spoke to SSHRC Executive Vice
President Brent Herbert-Copley, who was interested in
working to develop data on how the loss of the grant
has affected associations. I told him that ACCUTE
had been able to maintain its presence through
using journal revenue to replace the grant, but that
this means that ACCUTE is unable to use that revenue
to partner in other projects, to grow its mandate or
membership, or to expand its public outreach and
research in the ways that Congress seems to want. I

also pointed out that this revenue is not guaranteed
nor can it be a long-term solution. We briefly
discussed the difficulty of Connection grants ruling
out conferences that host an association’s AGM—a
rule that seems to me only feasible when there is a
separate fund for Congress conferences. I also
expressed concern for smaller associations that may
not have similar revenue to rely on. We agreed to
continue the conversation.
All told, then, the CFHSS AGM was equal parts
rewarding and frustrating, but I trust that the new
president’s mandate to reach out to association
members is something we can work on. As Nicola
Nixon said in her last report, ACCUTE has historically
been an active member in CFHSS, and we need to
continue that work to ensure that our concerns—and
we ourselves—are part of the larger discussions.

THE CENTRE FOR FREE
EXPRESSION

In preparation for the forum, I had read a number
of articles on the subject of free expression as it
related to current Canadian politics. The discussion
took place on the same day as the release of the
final report of the Indian Residential Schools Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, and I thought this might
be the focus of our discussion; however, this did not
turn out to be the case. Rather, the members of the
forum raised a range of other topics as well. These
included access to information laws, the reduction in
government data gathering, a growing sense of selfsurveillance, the closing of libraries, and censorship.
With a high contingent of participants working in
journalism, much of the conversation was framed
within this context, but there were also discussions
during the two hours of library- and university-related
issues. My concerns regarding the recent loss of
funding for the Disraeli Project at Queen’s University
was perhaps not met with quite the incensed
reaction for which I had hoped, but it was
recognized as belonging to the discussion.
Members of the forum spent a major portion of
our time discussing issues around curtailments to
gaining information that can then be researched,
analyzed, and shared with others, including the
public at large. As for what the Centre itself might do
to enhance free expression, key ideas included the
following:

Dennis Denisoff
On June 2, 2015, roughly two dozen of us met in an
airy room with glass walls looking out at other airy
rooms with glass walls – all a stone’s throw from the
Covenant House Homeless Youth Shelter, the
Evergreen Centre for Street Youth, and some family
and women’s shelters whose addresses are not
shared. We had been invited by James Turk, the
director of Ryerson University’s Centre for Free
Expression, to take part in a forum discussing areas of
concern on which the Centre might focus, and ways
in which it can go about most effectively acting on
these concerns.
I was there as the representative for ACCUTE.
Other attendees included Hilary Homes – the acting
manager of Amnesty International, Brenda McPhail –
researcher for the Canadian Civil Liberties
Association, Rejean Hoilett – President-Elect of the
Canadian Federation of Students, Arnold Amber –
President of Canadian Journalists for Free Expression,
and various members of the journalism, library, and
writing communities of the Greater Toronto Area and
related national associations.
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Creating a central repository or set of resources
and contacts readily available to the public
Developing a speakers bureau so that various
associations and groups can more easily arrange
speakers on subjects of free expression
Facilitating discussions and debates of
particularly difficult or contentious issues
Developing education materials for Ryerson
students and the public in general, while
leveraging research and interests into developing
new groups of scholars working together on
related issues
Organizing events of public interest and
garnering national attention through regular
announcements regarding impediments to free
expression

includes both the right to access the views and
information of others, and the right to express one’s
views through effective media. If there is perhaps one
area in which I believe the Centre can give particular
attention as it develops, it is to recognize the
disenfranchised members of its own immediate
community and assist individuals such as homeless
youth and abused people in overcoming their
unique hurdles to the expression of their own
concerns and needs.

President’s Note: Many thanks to Dennis for
representing ACCUTE at this important event!

I opened this post with a mention of the Centre’s own
location in Toronto’s urban core. Free expression

Congress 2016

Call for Panels
Member-Organized
A member-organized panel (which often follows the conventional three- or four-paper format, but can take a
variety of forms, including roundtable) is proposed by an ACCUTE member (deadline the preceding August 15) for
the annual ACCUTE conference. Member-organized panels are not invitational: the organizer picks the topic but
does not pre-select the participants. As with general submissions to the ACCUTE conference, paper proposals and
submitted papers are peer reviewed, with the panel organizer acting as the first vettor. Participants are selected in
consultation between the organizer and the ACCUTE office, depending on the vetting results. If a panel proposal is
selected for the program, the organizing member is expected to attend the ACCUTE conference in May to act as
Panel Chair.
What Makes a Good Member-Organized CFP?
Some CFPs attract many submissions; some, few or none. A successful CFP is neither too general (Munro’s fiction)
nor too specific (Jungian approaches to The Great Gatsby). It identifies an interesting or timely topic or critical
problem, or an under-represented area, and reflects current scholarship in that field. Think of the eventual
audience as well as the submitters: try to pick a topic that is not overly specialized and that has a general or crossfield appeal. Craft the CFP carefully, without issuing too many directives, and let your submitters show what they
can do with it. And be sure to spend some time publicizing the CFP to the kinds of scholars who would be an asset
to the event.
Submitting a Member-Organized Panel Proposal
If you would like to submit a panel proposal, email ACCUTE with the following information indicated clearly:






The proposed panel title and format;
Your name and institution;
The email address(es) for submissions;
The text of the CFP to a maximum of 200 words;
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Please also include the ACCUTE submissions procedures in your CFP (i.e., "Please send the following: A file
containing a 300 to 500-word paper proposal, without personal identifying marks; A file containing a 100word abstract and a 50-word biographical statement; the 2016 Proposal Information Sheet available on
the ACCUTE website")

If accepted, your CFP will be publicized to the ACCUTE membership in early or mid-September with a deadline for
submissions of November 1. Note that you are responsible for ensuring that submissions conform to ACCUTE’s
proposal guidelines, as described in the final bullet point, above.
After you have vetted your papers, you will forward all the materials you received to the ACCUTE office, and paper
proposals and/or submitted papers will be sent to a second external assessor. Any submissions not selected for your
panel will go into the “general pool” and considered for the ACCUTE conference program.

Jointly Organized
Jointly organized panels (which often follow the conventional three- or four-paper format, but can take a variety of
forms, including roundtables) are held at the ACCUTE conference but are co-sponsored by another association.
They are usually initiated by an ACCUTE member who is also a member of the organization that jointly sponsors the
panel (deadline the preceding August 15). They are intended to foster links between ACCUTE and other scholarly
associations, whether those associations regularly attend Congress or not. Of special interest to ACCUTE are those
organizations that address fields that have traditionally been under-represented at our conference, such as
American, Medieval, and Eighteenth-Century Studies, but other areas are welcome as well. While ACCUTE
welcomes panels that correspond with the annual Congress theme, any topic that reflects ACCUTE’s mandates or
the interests of its members will be considered.
(Please note: if you wish to host an ACCUTE-sponsored panel at another Congress conference, you should not send
in a proposal as below. You should ask the organizers of the other association if they allow jointly sponsored panels.
If they do, follow any process they have for proposals; as an ACCUTE member, you may then request permission to
have the panel listed as co-sponsored in the ACCUTE program. Such panels will not appear as CFPs for our
conference, but can be advertised through the co-sponsoring association's CFP, ACCUTE's blog, and other CFP
sites.)
Submitting a Joint Panel Proposal
Joint panel proposals begin with a discussion between the proposer of the panel—usually in consultation with the
president of the co-sponsoring society—and the president of ACCUTE, most often during the summer months.
If you would like to propose a jointly sponsored panel, email ACCUTE with the following information indicated
clearly:








Name of the co-sponsoring association;
The proposed panel title;
Your name and institution;
The email address(es) for submissions;
The text of the CFP to a maximum of 200 words;
Please also include ACCUTE submissions procedures in your CFP (i.e., "Please send the following: A file
containing a 300 to 500-word paper proposal, without personal identifying marks; A file containing a 100word abstract and a 50-word biographical statement; the 2016 Proposal Information Sheet available on
the ACCUTE website")
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If accepted, your CFP will be publicized to the ACCUTE membership in early or mid-September with a deadline for
submissions of November 1. Note that you are responsible for ensuring that submissions to your panel conform to
ACCUTE’s proposal guidelines, as stated in the final bullet point, above.
Organizer(s) of the jointly sponsored panels are solely responsible for choosing participants using the vetting or
assessment protocols of the co-sponsoring association; ACCUTE does, however, ask that all submissions be
vetted, and that organizers bear in mind the ACCUTE Vetting Guidelines. The organizer(s) advise the submitters of
the results, and forward the successful papers (with accompanying materials) to the ACCUTE office. Papers and
panels are not subject to further vetting, but ACCUTE may request expert comment on them. If a proposed jointly
sponsored panel is selected for the ACCUTE program, the organizing member is expected to attend the ACCUTE
conference in May to act as Panel Chair; if this is not possible, the co-sponsoring society should assign a Chair.
Please note: Ordinarily, each association is permitted one joint panel at ACCUTE, but two may be permitted if the
response warrants.

With thanks . . .

The ACCUTE Executive and Office

It’s been a busy winter, and there are too
Jason Haslam (President)
Lyn Bennett (Vice President)
Lynne Evans (ACCUTE Coordinator)
Elissa Gurman (Grad Caucus President)
Erin Wunker (CAF Representative)
Veronica Austen (Member-at-Large, CPC)
Laura Robinson (Member-at-Large, Priestly Prize)
Mike O’Driscoll (Co-Editor, ESC)
Mark Simpson (Co-Editor, ESC)
Lisa Vargo (CACE President)

many people to thank properly. But the Halifax
office owes a huge debt to a knowledgeable
and supportive Executive who guided the oftentrying process of incorporation. We are also
grateful to this year’s outstanding team of
Congress Organizers, who helped make our 2015
conference a memorable one. And, of course,
we remain deeply appreciative of the
wonderfully supportive Faculty of Arts and Social
Sciences and Department of English we’re lucky
to have at Dalhousie.
– Jason, Lyn, and Lynne
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